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Quarterly update 

December 2022 

Profile Accumulation Portfolio  

Economic update 

Markets rallied in the last quarter of 2022 as inflation appeared to 

have peaked, and supply-chain pressures were more subdued. As 

central banks began slowing their monetary tightening, the BoJ 

was the last major bank to commence its tightening. Although most 

equity markets rebounded in Q4, December took back some of 

these gains. In China, this reversion was attributed to the poor 

management of the sudden economic reopening and relaxation of 

COVID-zero restrictions. Global equities delivered a positive return 

for the quarter, however, returning +7.2% (as measured by the 

MSCI World ex Australia Index, in AUD hedged terms). 

Australian equities produced a positive return of 9.1% over the 

quarter, as measured by the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index. 

Utilities, Materials and Financials were the best performing 

sectors, returning 28.0%, 14.7% and 10.8% respectively over the 

quarter. The worst performing sectors included Healthcare, 

Technology and Consumer Staples, which returned 2.1%, 1.9% 

and 1.7% respectively. 

Australia’s economic growth slowed down, expanding by 0.6% 

quarter-on-quarter in Q3 2022, compared to the 0.9% rise in Q2. 

The softened expansion was attributed to the weak growth in 

household consumption, as the effects of cost pressures and rising 

interest rates began to play out. Tight labour markets persisted into 

the last quarter of 2022, however, with the unemployment rate 

reaching an all-time low of 3.4% in October, and ending at 3.5% in 

December. After falling at the beginning of the quarter, the annual 

inflation rate returned to 7.3% to the end of November, the same 

level as at the end of September. The Reserve Bank of Australia 

(RBA) slowed its monetary tightening and raised interest rates by 

only 0.75% over three meetings during the quarter, in an effort to 

bring inflation back towards its 2-3% target range. In its latest 

decision, the RBA noted that inflation remained too high, although 

it is expected to decline in 2023 as supply issues stabilise. Despite 

the slowing of interest rate hikes, the RBA maintained its position 

that it will continue to use monetary policy as a means of stopping 

inflation.  

Quarter-to-quarter, Australian bond yields were relatively stable, 

rising by 9 bps to end December at 4.04%. The Australian dollar 

appreciated 6.4% against the USD, ending the quarter at 68.1 US 

cents.  

Following two straight quarters of contraction, the American 

economy grew at an annualised 3.2% in the third quarter of 2022. 

Annual inflation continued to slow over the quarter, coming in at 

6.5% to the end of December, compared to 8.2% in September. 

Core inflation (which excludes volatile items like food and energy) 

came in at 5.7% in December, in-line with market expectations. At 

the last Federal Reserve meeting of 2022, the Fed made it clear 

that although interest rate rises would not cease in the foreseeable 

future, the size of the increases would be reconsidered, depending 

on the cumulative tightening and the effect on economic activity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, the Fed increased interest rates by a softened 50 bps in 

December, taking the federal funds rate to 4.25%-4.50%. US 

equity markets saw a recovery over the last quarter of 2022, as 

slower policy tightening and signs of inflation cooling helped see 

gains of 7.4%, as measured by the S&P 500 Composite Index (in 

local currency terms), with calendar year returns sitting at -18.5%.  

In the UK, the appointment of new chancellor Jeremy Hunt 

provided relief, as the disastrous “mini-budget” was reversed. The 

Bank of England (BoE) raised interest rates by 150 bps over the 

quarter to a 14 year high of 3.5%, whilst Hunt reassured 

consumers that inflation may have peaked, as it slowed from a 41-

year high.  European equities saw an improvement over the 

quarter, as a result of gains from many economically sensitive 

sectors, lower inflation and milder interest rate hikes. As a result, 

equity markets delivered a return of 14.6%, as measured by the 

Euro Stoxx 50 Index (in local currency terms). Inflation slowed 

across Europe, with the annual inflation rate falling from 9.9% in 

September, to 9.2% in December, after hitting an intra-quarter high 

of 10.6%. Energy prices continue to be the primary contributor to 

inflation, followed by rises in food, alcohol and tobacco prices. 

However, annual core inflation increased year-on-year, to 5.2% to 

the end of December 2022.  

Growth in the Chinese economy was flat (0.0%) in the December 

quarter, compared to the expansion of 3.9% in the September 

quarter. This was unexpected, given the relaxation of the COVID-

zero policy during the quarter, following significant protests in 

many large Chinese cities. Manufacturing activity rose in the first 

two months of the quarter but fell to 49.0 in December, attributable 

to COVID outbreaks after a messy reopening. Chinese equities 

underperformed both developed markets and broader emerging 

markets, returning -2.5% over the quarter, as measured by the 

MSCI China-A Onshore Net Index (unhedged to AUD). Broader 

emerging markets returned 4.0% over the quarter (as measured 

by the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, in AUD unhedged terms). 

Global developed market bond yields movements were mixed over 

the December quarter. The US 10-year Government bond yield 

was relatively flat, rising by 3 bps to 3.83%, and the UK’s 10-year 

bond yield fell by a further 42 bps, to end the quarter at 3.67%. The 

German 10-year bond yield increased by 45 bps to 2.56%, whilst 

the Italian 10-year bond yield rose by 20 bps, reaching 4.70% by 

the end of the December quarter. The Japanese 10-year 

Government bond yield rose by 17 bps over the quarter, ending at 

0.42%.  

Global listed infrastructure posted a return of 6.2% over the 

quarter, as measured by the FTSE Developed Core Infrastructure 

50/50 Index (AUD hedged). This was ahead of global listed 

property, which returning 4.0%, as measured by the FTSE 

EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental Net TRI Index (AUD hedged).   
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Portfolio update 

The Profile Accumulation Portfolio (“PAP”) returned +3.7% 

over the December quarter.  

‘Equities’ added the most value over the quarter, in line 

with the strong performance of broader equity markets. 

‘Property’ also added value, as did ‘Cash and Fixed 

Interest’. ‘Alternatives’ slightly detracted from 

performance this quarter, as did foreign currency 

exposure. 

‘Equities’ was the largest contributor to performance over the 

quarter, with PAP’s active global equity portfolio posting a 

return of +5.2% (in AUD unhedged terms), ahead of the 

benchmark return of +4.1%. Within emerging markets, China 

A-shares manager FSSA had an excellent quarter, returning 

+10.1% (in AUD unhedged terms), which was 11.8% ahead of 

its benchmark. Within broader emerging markets, manager 

GQG delivered a return of -2.5% (in AUD unhedged terms), 

lagging the benchmark return of +4.0%.  

‘Property’ also added value for PAP over the quarter. Global 

listed infrastructure manager Maple-Brown Abbott delivered a 

return of +6.5% (in AUD unhedged terms), ahead of its market 

index by 3.1%. European unlisted infrastructure manager 

Ancala also performed positively over the quarter, whilst global 

listed property manager Resolution returned -0.4% (in AUD 

unhedged terms), underperforming its benchmark by 1.7%.  

Within ‘Cash and Fixed Interest’, the portfolio’s exposure to 

leveraged US government bonds, via manager Insight, added 

positively to returns over the quarter. This exposure gains PAP 

access to both leveraged nominal and inflation-linked US 

government bonds. We have increased the portfolio’s exposure 

to Insight gradually over the back half of the year, with yields 

having increased materially, and bonds offering improved 

downside protection potential. 

‘Alternatives’ slightly detracted from performance, with 

systematic macro hedge fund manager Crabel returning -2.7% 

(in USD terms), and Fulcrum’s inflation protection strategy 

returning -1.5% (AUD hedged) over the quarter. PAP’s 

exposure to diversified alternative credit strategies also 

detracted value over the quarter, returning -0.9% (USD 

terms). Pleasingly, discretionary macro manager Graticule 

performed well, generating a positive return of +2.2% (in USD 

terms) over the quarter.  

Finally, foreign currency exposure was a negative contributor 

this quarter, given the appreciation of the AUD over the 

quarter, particularly against the USD. 

 

 

 

 

Outlook and portfolio positioning 

Financial markets are at a pivotal point. Economies remain in a 

state of flux and policy is in reactive mode, with central banks 

facing increasingly acute trade-offs, creating an uncertain and 

volatile environment.  

We have seen aggressive and synchronous tightening through 

both interest rates and balance sheets, with central banks trying 

to balance the risks of overtightening causing a recession, with 

the need to cool labour markets and consumption. As a result, 

inflation appears to have peaked in many major countries, with 

many developed economies slowing down their pace of 

monetary tightening. Equities are currently pricing in good 

earnings growth in 2023 – i.e. an economic “soft landing”, and 

whilst we continue to expect inflation will eventually fall back 

towards central bank targets towards the end of 2023/early 

2024, the path back to target inflation without a recession is 

narrow, and global growth has already slowed meaningfully. 

Overall, our economic view and our view on the attractiveness 

of the risk environment hasn’t changed meaningfully over the 

last quarter. As such, given our view of the current skew of risks 

and uncertainty, we have retained our cautious portfolio 

positioning (with PAP currently holding a modest underweight 

to overall equity beta), and a preference for more downside 

protection in portfolios where possible, alongside maintaining 

our view on the importance of diversity. As noted, in the back 

half of the year we have increased PAP’s allocation to levered 

government bonds (Insight), to increase the overall robustness 

and downside protection characteristics of the portfolio. We 

may make a further allocation to Insight in the near term, 

subject to market pricing.  

We also currently hold an underweight dynamic position in the 

USD within PAP’s basket of foreign currency exposure, and 

therefore a small underweight to targeted foreign currency 

exposure in aggregate. This was instigated due to USD 

strength against a number of developed market currencies, 

including the AUD. We implemented this at the beginning of 

October when the AUD was purchasing 0.64 US cents, and 

pleasingly this position added value to PAP over the quarter, 

with the AUD appreciating to 0.68 US cents by the end of 

December. 
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Performance Comparisons 

Investment objective* 
 

The Portfolio aims to achieve a return of CPI# plus 5% per annum (after fees 

and expenses) over rolling 6 year periods (with volatility of 5-10% p.a.) 

 
*Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  

Cash* 

To earn a performance fee in any month, the Portfolio must exceed the cash 

return for that month (as well as the High Water Mark and the objective 

hurdle).  

 

 

*Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance; Cash is measured by 

the Ausbond Bank Bill Index (from June 2019) and the 30 day Bank Accepted Bills prior. 

 

Growth of $100 (net of fees)* 

 

*Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Portfolio summary1  

Monthly return -2.2% 

3 months 3.7% 

1 year -9.6% 

2 year (annualised) 1.1% p.a. 

3 year (annualised) 3.0% p.a. 

5 year (annualised) 3.9% p.a. 

6 year (annualised) 4.6% p.a. 

Total return since inception (5 Apr 11) 89.3% 

Average annual return since inception (5 Apr 11) 5.6% p.a. 

Risk since inception (standard deviation) 6.3% p.a. 

FUM $140.7m 

 
  

 Key Sector Holdings2 

 

Fixed Interest 

 

Equities 

 

Property 

 

Alternatives 

Insight Yarra  Ancala Stepstone 

 GQG EM  Resolution Graticule 

 First State MBA Maniyar 

 GQG DM Zouk  AHL 

 Allan Gray   

 

 Asset Allocation3  

 

 1Inception is 5 April 2011. Past performance is calculated pre-tax and after fees and 

expenses, assumes distribution reinvestment but does not take into account inflation. 
Past performance and volatility are not reliable indicators of what may happen in the 
future. Neither capital nor returns are guaranteed.  
2 The current exposures include the underlying asset allocations of each investment.  
3 Manager allocations are presented on a look-through basis.  
4Return objective is CPI+5% p.a. for PAP (reduced from CPI+6% p.a. from 1/6/2019). 
The numbers shown take into account this staggered objective.  
#The CPI is the trimmed mean Consumer Price Index published by the Reserve Bank of 

Australia. 
 

Report has been prepared and issued by Profile Financial Services. 

50.7%

7.9%

32.8%

8.6%

Equities Property Alternatives Cash and Fixed Interest
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About the portfolio 

The Profile Accumulation Portfolio (the Portfolio) aims to preserve and grow investors’ wealth relative to the cost of living, with medium to high 

volatility. The Portfolio can invest in all the major asset classes including local and international fixed interest, property, equities, alternative 

investments and cash. The skills of specialised investment managers are used, together 

with selected listed investment vehicles and direct investments. It is diversified, being 

exposed to a broad range of individual investments, managers, strategies, themes, 

geographic areas and asset classes. 

Investment objective 

The Portfolio aims to achieve the folowing objectives over rolling three year periods: 

♦ returns of CPI# plus 5% per annum (after fees and expenses), and 

♦ volatility of 5-10% per annum (as measured by the annualised standard deviation*) 

About Profile 

Profile Financial Services (Profile) is a firm of financial and investment strategists, with an 

over 30-year history of delivering quality advice and measurable value to the lifestyles of its 

clients and their families. Profile provides strategic advice on appromimately $560m in FUA, 

and actively manages ~$210m in FUM on behalf of clients (as at 30 June 2019). Profile is 

the Investment Manager for the Portfolio. 

Investment philosophy 

Profile’s objectives based investing philosophy is at the core of the way the Portfolio is 

managed.  Profile is focused on constructing the Portfolio in a way that, when used 

appropriately, has a high probability of meeting investors’ goals in the appropriate 

timeframes. The asset allocation approach is flexible enough to cope with rapidly moving 

markets and is designed to reduce the impact of short-term market volatility on investors. 

Investment process 

The investment process has the following key features: 

♦ emphasis on short-term downside protection while still providing the capacity to 

achieve superior absolute returns over the long-term, 

♦ proprietary analysis to facilitate investment decisions that meet portfolio objectives 

while remaining aligned with broader risk parameters, 

♦ forward looking dynamic asset allocation underpinning transparent, simple, and 

effective portfolio and risk management, 

♦ a search for fundamental (as opposed to relative) value across all asset and sub-

asset classes, geographies and investment strategies, 

♦ diversification across investment opportunities and ‘best value for money’ ideas, 

♦ a rigorous and comprehensive manager and security due diligence process, and 

♦ use of investment managers which have a degree of flexibility across their investment 

mandate, which looks for opportunities within their field of expertise, and are often not 

constrained by benchmarks. 

 
#The CPI is the trimmed mean Consumer Price Index published by the Reserve Bank of Australia                                  

*A measure of the degree of variation of returns around the mean (average) return.  Increasing levels 
of dispersion around the mean leads to higher standard deviations, indicating a higher degree of 
volatility and risk.  
Reports have been prepared and issued by Profile Financial Services. 
 

This fact sheet and monthly report does not take into account any particular person’s objectives, 
financial situation or needs. Investors should seek professional advice before making investment 
decisions. The Trust Company (RE Services) Limited (ABN 45 003 278 831, AFSL 235150) is the 
issuer of interests in the Profile Accumulation Portfolio ARSN 149 248 662 (the Portfolio). A product 
disclosure statement (PDS) for the offer is available from Profile’s website at 
www.profileservices.com.au or by contacting Profile. The PDS should be considered before deciding 
to acquire or continue to hold an investment in the Portfolio. Neither Profile Financial Services or The 
Trust Company (RE Services) Limited guarantee repayment of capital or any particular rate of return 
from the Fund and give any representation or warranty as to the reliability, completeness or accuracy 
of the information contained in this document. All opinions and estimates included in this document 
constitute judgements as at the date of this document are subject to change without notice. Figures 
include GST unless stated otherwise. Applications can only be made on the application form attached 
to the current PDS. 
 
^Please refer to the Portfolio PDS for a detailed description of fees and fund facts. 

FACTS AT A GLANCE^ 

TYPE 

Actively managed diversified portfolio using 
specialised investment managers and selected listed 
investment vehicles and direct investments 

INVESTMENT MANAGER 

Profile Financial Services 

ASSET CONSULTANT 

Willis Towers Watson 

RESPONSIBLE ENTITY 

The Trust Company (RE Services) Limited 

STRUCTURE 

Open ended Australian registered unit trust 

OBJECTIVE 

Returns of 5% above the rate of inflation over rolling 
6 year periods 

SUGGESTED INVESTMENT TIMEFRAME 

Minimum 6 years 

LEVEL OF RISK (VOLATILITY) 

Medium to High 

MINIMUM INVESTMENT 

$25,000 

FUND START DATE 

April 2011 

APPLICATIONS & WITHDRAWALS 

Weekly and monthly 

DISTRIBUTIONS 

If payable, semi-annually 

MANAGEMENT COST 

0.85% p.a.(excluding GST) 

PERFORMANCE FEE 

10.25% (including GST) 

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARK* 

Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index 

*The objective hurdle must also be met in any given 
month 

ENTRY/EXIT FEE 

None 

BUY/SELL SPREAD 

0.15% both sides (to the Portfolio) 

UNIT PRICES 

Weekly and monthly 

APIR CODE 

SLT0020AU 

ARSN 

149 248 662 
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